
cold storage M serIes
WItH

beautiful design blends artistic appeal with innovative functionality. m series cabinets with cold storage offer 

discreet sophistication along with the ability to keep items chilled, fresh and close at hand.



m series cabinets with cold storage 

bring practical luxury to the master 

bath, dressing suite or home gym. 

chilled water and other beverages 

are right where you need them, 

along with all your bath, health 

and beauty products that are even 

better when kept fresh and cool. 

concealed within modular mirrored 

cabinetry, m series cabinets with 

cold storage can be “ganged” 

with other m series cabinets across  

the wall to create customized  

storage applications.

moduLaR miRRoRed cabinetRy

ganged configuration – cold storage placed between two m series cabinets.
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coLd stoRage FeatuRes

Hi-LoW temPeRatuRe
42˚–50˚ range on different shelves 
to meet most product-recommended 
storage temperatures.

duaL-comPaRtment design
separate cold and regular storage spaces.

moduLaR design
combine cold storage and regular 
m series cabinets to create whole-room 
storage solutions.

miRRoRed cabinet design
cold storage in a convenient, private 
and sophisticated application.

neW adjustabLe HaLF sHeLves
maximize storage capabilities with 
adjustable, clear glass shelves in both 
cold and ambient compartments.

soLid aLuminum constRuction
durable aluminum resists the intense 
moisture of the bathroom environment.

170˚ Hinge sWing
With convenient three-way adjustments, 
these heavy-duty concealed hinges 
open a full 170˚ – one of the widest 
swings available in a self-closing hinge.  
Right- or left-hinge adjustable.

saFeseaL gasKet
Patented gasket, designed without 
sharp corners, ensures quiet, moisture- 
and dust-resistant operation.

Hidden dooR PuLL
smooth, easy-to-open door pull 
surrounds the door edge.

cabinet only available in 8" d and can be used for semi-recessed (4" in the wall, 4" out) or surface-mount applications.

PeRFect FoR stoRing 

compresses and bottled water cosmetics, skin creams and  
organic products

vitamins and supplements

uL Listing   
RobeRn® cabinets with gFci electrical outlets are underwriters Laboratory Listed 
for damp locations, which makes them well-suited for bath and powder rooms.
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cabinet dimensions

217-1136
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Overall Measurements 19¼" x 30" x 8"

Flat, plain, cold storage, left -hinged outer door mt20d8FPLcs

Flat, bevel, cold storage, left -hinged outer door mt20d8FbLcs

cabinet only available in 8" d and can be used for semi-recessed (4" in the wall, 4" out) or surface-mount applications.

Ro: 18½"

30" H

8" d

m series cabinets

Ro
: 2

9¼
"

19¼"W

Hardware needed to gang cabinets is included.

m series modular mirrored bath cabinetry brings clean, versatile design and functional innovation 
to home environments. the mirrored cabinets can stand alone or be “ganged” across the wall to 
create customized sizes and an entirely new look in the room. 

cabinet ganging oPtions

15¼" 19¼" 15¼"

30
"

(2) 1630 and (1) 2030

49¾"

19¼" 19¼" 19¼"

57¾"

MT Side Kits

surface-mount, Plain  mtsK30d8

semi-Recessed, Plain  mtsK30d8sR

30
"


